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EuroShop: Digital in-store communication for increased frequency and sales 
 
screenFOODnet will be exhibitors at this year’s EuroShop in Hall 6, Stand G42, from 5-9 March. Using 
a re-created fresh food counter environment, the Swiss company will be presenting individual digital 
signage solutions for stationary retail. The focus is on the use of digital near-field and far-field 
communication for increasing frequency and sales. 
 
Stationary retail is becoming more digital: omnichannel solutions connect online and offline worlds, digital 
advertising space is replacing analogue promotion posters and price labels are flexible and digital. Moving 
pictures can be used effectively in order to address the customer in the best possible way, draw attention 
to offers and to inspire. As co-exhibitors with GK Software in Hall 6 at Stand G42, screenFOODnet will 
provide information about the benefit-orientated use of digital retail solutions. In order to visualise such 
systems, screenFOODnet will create a real shopping location at EuroShop. In addition to large screens, the 
recreated scene will also encompass till and scales systems for far-field and near-field communication. At 
the EuroShop fair stand, screenFOODnet will explain how far-field communication can be used to increase 
customer frequency and near-field systems to increase sales. 
 
Fresh food counter with digital elements 
screenFOODnet will show EuroShop visitors how stationary retail can design its sales area more attractively 
with the optimum use of moving pictures. Here, the digital in-store communication providers will use the 
design of a fresh food counter environment as it would be encountered in stationary retail. Visitors to the 
screenFOODnet fresh food counter will be able to get not only Swiss cheese and Tessin salami, but also 
information on digital solutions in retail and the effective use of near-field and far-field communication. The 
till, scales and large screens will show examples of the use of digital end devices for customer 
communication in stationary retail.  
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About screenFOODnet Digital Signage Retail Services AG 
screenFOODnet, based in Lucerne, Switzerland, started in the field of online and multimedia solutions in 1998 and 
developed into an innovative company for digital signage. Today, screenFOODnet is a future-orientated provider of 
digital signage solutions for retail. As Swiss market leaders and experts in the field of digital in-store communications 
we guide our customers to the optimum solution - from consulting and project to content services. At the same time 
we round off our portfolio with our award-winning and long-standing standard software, which has been in use 
successfully for several years.  
www.screenfoodnet.com 
 
 
 


